In this article, we revisit the problem of fitting a mixture model under the assumption that the mixture components are symmetric and log-concave. To this end, we first study the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of a monotone log-concave probability density. To fit the mixture model, we propose a semiparametric EM (SEM) algorithm, which can be adapted to other semiparametric mixture models. In our numerical experiments, we compare our algorithm to that of Balabdaoui and Doss (2014) and other mixture models both on simulated and real-world datasets.
Introduction
Mixture models are a staple of statistical analysis. In this paper, we concern ourselves with semiparametric mixture models under the hypotheses of symmetry and log-concavity.
Consider the following mixture model (in dimension 1) g(x) = ∑ k j=1 π j f (x − µ j ), where, as usual, π j ≥ 0 and ∑ j π j = 1, µ j ∈ R, and f is a density on the real line. Let π = (π 1 , . . . , π k ) and µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ k ). Bordes et al. (2006) and Hunter et al. (2007) examine the identifiability of such a model under the assumption that f is symmetric. Their work shows that the model is identifiable when k = 2 (up to labeling) as long as π 1 ≠ 1 2. They also consider the case of k = 3 components and show that identifiability holds except for sets of zero Lebesgue measure. Balabdaoui and Butucea (2014) assume f is a Pólya frequency function of infinite order and show that the model is identifiable (as always, modulo relabeling), regardless of whether f is symmetric or not (in the latter case, f is assumed to have zero mean).
Regardless of identifiability, fitting mixture models to data is common practice in statistics, often as an exploration procedure to uncover interesting features of the underlying distribution (e.g., clusters). In terms of methods for fitting such models, Bordes et al. (2006) use the socalled minimum contrast method to estimate π and µ, and use a kernel density estimation (KDE) approach which involves a model selection procedure to choose the tuning parameter. Hunter et al. (2007) employ a generalized Hodges-Lehmann estimator to estimate µ and achieve a better rate of convergence. However, their estimator for f is not guaranteed to be a density. Bordes et al. (2007) propose a stochastic EM-like estimation algorithm which does not possess the monotone property of a genuine EM algorithm. Butucea and Vandekerkhove (2014) propose √ n-consistent M-estimators based on a Fourier approach. Balabdaoui and Doss (2014) consider the same model with f symmetric and log-concave. Their method for fitting the model consists in adopting the estimators for π and µ from (Hunter et al., 2007) and then estimating the density f via maximum likelihood. Chang and Walther (2007) study a more general model, g(x) = ∑ k j=1 π j f j (x), where each f j is assumed to be log-concave. They provide an EM-type algorithm for fitting such a model -however, they do not prove that their algorithm increases the likelihood with every iteration. Hu et al. (2016) study the theoretical properties of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for this same model, although the model is not identifiable as argued in (Walther, 2002) .
In the present paper, we consider fitting a mixture model of the form
where each f j is assumed symmetric and log-concave. A density f that is symmetric and logconcave is defined by h(x) = 2f (x)1 {x≥0} , which is a decreasing log-concave density on R + . We make no claims as regards identifiability of this model. Our goal is to simply fit such a model to data.
In Section 2 we start by examining the maximum likelihood estimation of a symmetric and log-concave density, relying heavily on the work of Rufibach (2006) and Dümbgen and Rufibach (2009) . In Section 3 we propose a genuine EM algorithm for fitting the mixture model (1). The algorithm includes a step where the monotone and log-concave MLE for h j is computed. To do so we apply the method 1 of Doss and Wellner (2016b) designed for computing the log-concave MLE with a fixed mode -the mode is of course set to 0 in our case. We note that Balabdaoui and Doss (2014) use the same routine in the numerical implementation of their method. In Section 4 we apply our model to clustering problems and compare our approach with that of (Chang and Walther, 2007) and that of (Balabdaoui and Doss, 2014) , as well as a Gaussian mixture model, on both synthetic and real-world datasets.
2 On the maximum likelihood estimation of a monotone and logconcave density
This section is concerned with the maximum likelihood estimation of a monotone log-concave density on R + . Maximum likelihood estimation of a monotone density was first studied by Grenander (1956) , while the maximum likelihood estimation of a log-concave density has garnered attention only more recently (Balabdaoui, 2004; Balabdaoui et al., 2009; Doss and Wellner, 2016a; Dümbgen and Rufibach, 2009; Walther, 2002) . Our exposition and results below derive from a straightforward adaptation of the thesis work of Rufibach (2006) on the maximum likelihood of a log-concave density, without the additional constraint of monotonicity, published in the form of a research article (Dümbgen and Rufibach, 2009 ). We do not provide proofs but rather refer the reader to that work for all the technical details. Let f denote a decreasing and log-concave density on R + . We let F denote the distribution function corresponding to the density f and define
Requiring that f be monotone and log-concave is equivalent to requiring that ψ is monotone and 1 The method is based on an active set implementation and is available in the R package logcondens.mode.
concave. Based on the sample, which we assume ordered (x 1 < x 2 < ⋯ < x n ), the negative loglikelihood at f is given by
In order to relax the constraint of f being a probability density we follow the technique used by Rufibach (2006) and add a Lagrange term to (3), leading to the functional
The MLE of f isf n = expψ n , whereψ n is the minimizer of Λ over class of functions on [0, ∞) that are non-increasing and concave, that isψ
where
ψ is non-increasing, concave, proper, and closed .
The following results from an adaptation of Theorem 2.1 in (Dümbgen and Rufibach, 2009 ).
Theorem 1 (Existence, uniqueness, and shape). The MLEψ n exists and is unique. It is linear between sample points and continuous on [0,
The following results from an adaptation of Theorem 2.2 in (Dümbgen and Rufibach, 2009 ).
Theorem 2 (Characterization). Let ψ be a non-increasing and concave function such that {x ∶ ψ(x) > −∞} = [0, x n ]. Then, ψ =ψ n if and only if
for any ∆ ∶ [0, ∞) → R such that ψ + λ∆ is non-increasing and concave for some λ > 0.
, for all x, y ∈ I. The following results from an adaptation of Theorem 4.1 in (Dümbgen and Rufibach, 2009) .
As pointed out by Dümbgen and Rufibach (2009) , this is the minimax rate for densities in that smoothness class, as shown by Khas'minskii (1979) , so that, when the density is log-concave and Hölder-β (with β ∈ [1, 2]) in some interval, the log-concave MLE adapts to the proper smoothness in that interval. We believe the same holds under the additional constraint of monotonicity.
A semiparametric EM algorithm
We now consider fitting the semiparametric mixture model (1). Model (1) is defined by φ ∶= (µ; π; f ), where µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ k ) ∈ R k , π = (π 1 , . . . , π k ) is an element of the simplex in R k , and f = (f 1 , . . . , f k ) with each f j being a symmetric and log-concave density on R. Under φ, the mixture model is given by
Given a sample x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), the log-likelihood under parameter φ is given by
(As is customary, we leave the dependency in x implicit throughout.) As with other mixture models, maximizing L(φ) directly is difficult and we resort to an EM-type approach. Define the indicator variables z ∶= (z 1 , . . . , z n ), where z i = j when x i was sampled from the jth component. These allow us to define the complete log-likelihood
An EM algorithm, after some initialization, alternates between computing the expectation of the complete log-likelihood conditional on x under the current value of the parameters, and maximizing the resulting functional with respect to the parameters. Thus, in the expectation step, assuming that the current value of the parameters is φ * , consists in computing
which turns out to be equal to
The maximization step consists then in maximizing Q(φ, w * ) with respect to φ, thus updating the value of the parameters. This leads to the following semiparametric EM (SEM) algorithm:
• E-step:
• Compute w:
for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , k.
• M-step:
• Update π:
• Update µ:
• Update f :
As a function of µ, the function appearing in (17) is concave due to the fact that log f t j is concave by construction. In particular, the Golden Section Search can be applied to find µ. In (18), the optimization is over h being a monotone and log-concave density on [0, ∞). The solution corresponds to the weighted MLE based on data ( x 1 − µ t+1 j , . . . , x n − µ t+1 j ) and weights (w 1j(t) , . . . , w nj(t) ). in our implementation we apply the function activeSetLogCon.mode in the R package logcondens.mode with mode chosen to be 0.
Our SEM algorithm has the desirable monotonicity property of a true EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977; Wu et al., 1983) .
Proof. In the algorithm, armed with φ t , we compute the weights w t in the E-step and in the M-step we obtain φ t+1 by maximizing Q(φ, w t ) over φ. In particular,
The key in what follows is Jensen's inequality, which implies that for a set of parameters φ = (µ; π; h) and non-negative weights w * = (w * ij ) such that ∑ j w * ij = 1 for all i,
w ij log w ij + n log 2. The inequality is in fact an equality if the weights w * are the weights associated with φ as specified in (14). In particular,
With this, together with (19), we have
Remark 1 (Initialization). In practice, we initialize w 0 and h 0 at the values computed by fitting a Gaussian mixture model (using an EM algorithm) and start with M-step first. 
Numerical experiments
We present in this section the result of some numerical experiments. We apply our SEM algorithm both on simulated and real data. In Section 4.1 we simulate data from the Gaussian and Laplace mixture models used in (Balabdaoui and Doss, 2014) , and in Section 4.2 we apply the SEM algorithm to the well-known Old Faithful Geyser dataset, as done in (Balabdaoui and Doss, 2014) .
Synthetic datasets
As a first example, we use a two-component Gaussian mixture to empirically check the convergence of our SEM algorithm. We sample n = 300 observations from the Gaussian mixture 0.15 N (−1, 1) + 0.85 N (2, 1) and apply the SEM algorithm to these two datasets respectively. This seems to be the most difficult situation considered in (Bordes et al., 2006) . Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 1 show that SEM stabilizes after about 8 iterations for the three Euclidean parameters and the observed data likelihood. As expected, the achieved maximum data likelihood is monotonically increasing as a function of the number of iterations. Panels (e) and (f) show the final MLE for f 1 , f 2 , g and compare that with the truth. The MLE for the symmetric log-concave densities are piecewise exponential, which is consistent with what is described in Theorem 1. We then compare the performance of our algorithm (SEM) for the problem of clustering with the methods proposed in (Chang and Walther, 2007) and (Balabdaoui and Doss, 2014) . Chang and Walther do not assume symmetry while Balabdaoui and Doss assume that the component densities are identical. We denote these two methods by LCM and SLC respectively. We compare SEM, LCM, SLC, and GMM. The latter serves as benchmark when the underlying model is a Gaussian mixture. We compare these methods on two Gaussian mixture models, two Laplace mixture models, and one Gaussian-Laplace mixture model, as described below:
• Model 1: 0.2 N (0, 1) + 0.8 N (1, 1);
• Model 2: 0.2 N (0, 1) + 0.8 N (2, 2);
The sample size is n = 500 for Models 1-4, while n = 1000 for Model 5. Each setting is repeated 1000 times. We examine the quality of the resulting clustering in terms of the achieved data loglikelihood, the misclassification errors when k = 2 or Rand Indexes when k ≥ 3, and the average absolute posterior probability error used by (Chang and Walther, 2007) -all averaged over the 1000 repeats. The latter metric investigates how well a mixture clustering algorithm estimates the uncertainty for the membership assignment of each observation on population level. This metric is defined as
whereŵ i1 and w i1 are computed by (14) with estimators and true parameters respectively. Notice that this metric only applies to clustering with k = 2 components. When k ≥ 3, we define the posterior error using the Frobenius norm, posterior error ∶= min
where the minimum is over k × k permutation matrices P, and matricesŵ and w are computed by (14) based on the MLE and true parameters, respectively. We report the comparison results in Table 1 . As can be seen from this table, GMM, LCM, and our SEM algorithm clearly outperform SLC in terms of log-likelihood and posterior error. LCM outperforms other methods in terms of misclassification error or Rand index when k ≤ 3, but does not perform well when k = 5. When the mixture densities are normal, SEM performs as well as GMM, arguably the gold standard in such a situation; when the densities are Laplace, SEM slightly improves the clustering initialized by GMM. Moreover, SEM achieves a significantly higher log-likelihood compared with the other methods when the mixture densities are normal. We also notice that SLC sometimes gives better results in terms of misclassification error, even though the posterior-error is worse.
Real dataset
In this section, we apply our new estimation approach to the Old Faithful Geyser dataset, which consists of times, in minutes, between eruptions of that geyser (found in Yellowstone National Park). 
